
Rainbow Horse or Unicorn
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Materials Required: 

1. Kitchen paper tube or tin foil tube
2. Enti cutter/ blade
3. Scissors
4. Glue Stick
5. 220g – 240g A4 white paper
6. A4 Coloured paper
7. Stencil (provided on portal)
8. School paint/ acrylic paint
9. Pastel Crayons, Koki’s, coloured pencils
10. Googly Eyes
11. Glitter, wool and stickers (optional)
12. Glue Gun
13. Brush & water in a jug
14. Hand towel (each child should have a hand towel (always when working with paint or 

ink), to dry the brush and to clean painted fingers
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Rainbow Horse or Unicorn

Cut 10-12cm slots on 
either side of the tube. 
(Test it with a pre cut head 
to see that it fits securely.)

Start by painting the tube 
with school paint/ acrylic 
paint. 

Add glue to the top of the 
face and stick the ear, hair 
and horn (if you want a horn) 
into place. Turn it around and 
do the same on the other 
side. 

Remember to decorate the 
other side as well.

1 Pre-cut the coloured papers in 
small strips. You can also cut 
small pieces of colourful wool 
to make it extra special. 

2 Pre-cut ears and a few unicorn 
horns (for those who want to 
create unicorns).
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Cut the head stencil out.
Prepare each workstation 
with the tube, acrylic/ 
school paint, brush, water, 
towel, head stencil, glue 
stick and pre-cut colour 
papers & wool. 
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Draw the laces and colour the 
face using Koki's, pastel crayons 
and colour pencils.  

Add  googly eyes for an extra 
cool effect by using a glue gun.

Add more glue and glitter and 
colourful stickers if you like. 

7 8 9 Slip the head onto the tube 
and press it in securely. Cut 
the slot deeper if its not 
secure enough. You can also 
add a bit of glue with the glue 
gun to make it stick forever ;).
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Prepare this part before the class begins
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